The Certified Force Protection Professional (CFPP) is a
credential which provides demonstrable proof of
knowledge and expertise in force protection for
government, detection and deterrence for critical
infrastructures. The credential can be awarded to the
eligible candidates who have successfully passed the
examination which assesses the knowledge of 10 main
areas in the force protection field. This credential is
essential for government officials in law enforcement
and security officers in state-run facilities-governmental
offices, public transportation security personnel,
emergency response professionals, courts, schools, close
protection teams of state functionaries, border control
and critical infrastructure facilities; and for the private
industry: personnel of security companies, airport and
airline security professionals, hotel security managers,
hospital and shopping center security directors, maritime
security officers, VIP/executive protection specialists.
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Aspiring candidates have to undergo a rigourous
programme of lectures, practical demonstrations and
assessment to qualify for the credentials. A correct way
of using the credentials is:
Ashton Kyle, CFFP or
Ashton Kyle, Certified Force Protection Professional.

“The CFPP program is the first in Singapore and
Asia and provides a formal certification system for
industry force protections practitioners, who may
have received prior or recent training from the forces
and international establishments. With accreditation,
individuals stands out from the rest by receiving an
industry-recognised certification and designation
acknowledging your experience and expertise”
Dr Matthew Yap,
Programme Director
Served in Operation Iraqi Freedom (2003)
and in the Army Reserves and Volunteer
Special Constabulary for over 25 Years

CFPP’s board established and maintained a
voluntary and comprehensive certification
program through a specifically designed
certification process called the Certified Force
Protection Professional. It is based on methods
currently used in the governmental and private
sectors that measure competency in security
practices.
The CFPP Board comprises both military and
police officers, and senior security practitioners
from the security industry. The training delivery
and assessment team delivers exceptional value
by acquiring the best specialists and employing
the best assessment methods from best practices
from governments, private organisations and
individuals.

Typical Certification Route and Duration (200 Hours)
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